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Chapter 1
Impact of granular behaviour of fragmented sea
ice on marginal ice zone dynamics

Stefanie Rynders, Yevgeny Aksenov, Daniel L. Feltham, A.J. George Nurser and
Gurvan Madec

Abstract Sea ice retreat and opening of large, previously ice-covered areas of the
Arctic Ocean to wind and ocean waves is leading to large changes in the sea ice
state. The Arctic sea ice cover is becoming more fragmented and mobile, with large
regions of ice cover projected to evolve into a marginal ice zone (MIZ). Fragmented
sea ice has different dynamics, necessitating changes in sea ice model rheology.
The objective of this study is to improve sea ice dynamics in models for forecasting
and climate projections. We introduce granular behaviour in the ice dynamics and
assess the impact on sea ice behaviour. For this purpose we have implemented a
seamless rheology for MIZ and pack ice in an idealised sea ice and ocean model.
The study compares the effect of the combined rheology with that of the standard
elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP) rheology. The main effect of granular behaviour in ice
rheology is on internal ice pressure. The jostling of the floes causes divergence of the
sea ice cover. Sea ice viscosities are only weakly impacted. In idealised simulations
the new sea ice rheology results in widening of the MIZ and a more diffuse ice
edge in a stand-alone set-up. Oceanic feedbacks counteract and can undo this effect.
The resolution of the simulation modifies the effect of the rheology: a rheology
that accounts for granular effects offers better convergence of the solution than the
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standard EVP. In conclusion, granular sea ice rheology affects the sea ice in the MIZ
in some cases, but the importance of the effect in general is not clear.

1.1 Motivation

The Arctic sea ice state is changing from typical pack ice conditions to becoming
more fragmented and mobile and indeed an increase in marginal ice zone (MIZ,
region with ice concentration between 15% and 80%) width is already observed
[18]. In the future large regions of the ice cover in summer will evolve into a MIZ
accoding to projections from Aksenov et al. (2017) [1] and the Met Office Hadley
Centre (Ed Blockley, personal communication). TheMIZ is defined as the region that
is influenced by waves, which means its dynamics are different from those of pack
ice. In addition to wave effects, sea ice floes in the MIZ can have turbulent motion,
defined as random fluctuations in the magnitude and direction of ice motion, which
differ from the mean velocity over an area. There are also collisions between sea
ice floes. Since sea ice constitutive equations currently used in global ocean-sea ice
models are designed for central pack ice, the effect of turbulent motion of the sea ice
floes is unaccounted for. The floe motion can influence the stresses in the ice cover
as well as impact on the ocean. Turbulent motion of floes can cause increased ocean
mixing, potentially influencing stratification and consequently currents. An impact
on the mixed layer depth also has implications for biogeochemistry and ecosystems,
depending on the season. There is also a growing interest in forecasts for applications:
shipping, tourism, fisheries and mineral extraction. These activities are all mainly
focussed on the marginal ice zones that are easier to access. The objective of this
study is therefore to improve sea ice dynamics in models for forecasting and climate
projections, focussing on an improved representation of the MIZ. We examine new
sea ice rheologies accounting for the turbulent floe motion as this could be of
importance for current and future MIZ conditions.

1.2 Marginal ice zone rheology

We introduce granular behaviour in the ice dynamics and assess the impact on the
sea ice cover. For this purpose we have implemented a seamless rheology for MIZ
and pack ice, that is without switches or other discontinuities, in a coupled sea ice
and ocean model. Simulations are performed in an idealised channel model.

Shen first developed a specific rheology for the MIZ specifically, determining the
stresses caused by the collisions between floes [15, 16]. This approach is known as
collisional rheology. The stresses depend on disk diameter, the restitution coefficient
(a measure of how inelastic collisions are) and the magnitude of velocity fluctu-
ations. Stresses are then averaged into a continuum expression of the same form
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as a viscous model. Shen’s rheology has rarely been used in large scale realistic
numerical sea ice simulations, e.g. the Nansen Environmental and Remote Sensing
Center (NERSC) have used it in Fram Strait simulations. They used a switch to run
collisional rheology in the MIZ alongside EVP rheology for pack ice regions. They
encountered frequent problems due to discontinuities in the stresses at the MIZ/pack
ice boundary causing numerical instabilities and concluded the approach to be not
viable (personal communication). There is also a model for the Sea of Okhotsk from
the University of Tokyo which uses a collisional rheology [5]. They combine the
collisional rheology of Sagawa (for a semi-lagrangian instead of a continuummodel)
with viscous-plastic (VP) rheology [14]. The model also contains a switch between
the rheologies.

Feltham introduced the ‘granular temperature’ (�) ) of sea ice, an evolving velocity
fluctuation magnitude computed from a kinetic energy balance for floes [4]. It al-
lows for a smooth transition betweenMIZ and pack ice type behaviour. He combined
Shen’s collisional rheology with VP rheology to create a constitutive law that is suit-
able for both regions, without a need to predefine a boundary between central pack
ice and the marginal ice zone, that avoids numerical issues. Since VP and collisional
rheology account for stresses due to different mechanisms, it can be assumed that
the internal stress at a point is the sum of both contributions.

Table 1.1 Combined rheology
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Here the collisional rheology is combined with the elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP)
rheology [6], with again the different contributions summed. This results in a stress
tenstor f as follows:
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Table 1.2 symbols
�) Granular temperature
! 5 Floe size
4′ Restitution coefficient
%∗ Ice strength
d Ice density
ℎ Ice Thickness
� Ice concentration

�<0G Maximum ice concentration
� ice strength parameter
4 Eccentricity of the yield curve
¤n Strain rate

28 9 =2([�+ % + [�$!)& 8 9 + ((Z�+ % + Z�$!) − ([�+ % + [�$!))& ::X8 9

− 1

2
(%�+ % + %�$!)X8 9 , (1.1)

with n the strain rate tensor and X8 9 the Kronecker delta. The expressions for the bulk
viscosity (for isotropic rate dependent deformation), shear viscosity (non-isotropic
part of rate dependent deformation) and internal pressure (for plastic deformation)
can be found in Table 1.1, with symbols in Table 1.2. The elastic part of EVP rheology
exists only for numerical reasons and does not affect the result provided the internal
stress calculation converges. We also use a minimum value for the parameter Δ to
prevent spontaneous viscous creep as in [2]. For the maximum ice concentration in
the parameter W Feltham choose 1, because if floes have different sizes or shapes this
value could be reached. For our simulation we follow the approach of Luepkes et al.
for their floe size parameterisation and use �∗ instead of �<0G to avoid a singularity
at 1 [9]:

�∗ =
1

1 − (�<8=/�<0G)1/V
, (1.2)

with �<8==8m, �<0G=300m and V=0.75. �∗ is always slightly higher than 1. The
concentration dependency exhibited by the granular temperature ensures that in
practice the collisional stress reaches zero at a “maximum” ice concentration (for
instance the close packed concentration); the exact point depends on the choice of
parameters in the evolution equation [13].

The evolution equation for the granular temperature �) is the following:

<
m

mC
�) + <u · ∇�) = −∇ · q + � − 2) : ∇u − Γ; (1.3)

here m is the combined mass of the sea ice and the water in between the floes,
down to the bottom of the sea ice; u is the sea ice velocity and 2) the transposed
stress tensor. The first term in the right hand side of the equation is the divergence
of the kinetic energy flux q, which restributes kinetic energy through collisions
and ice motion; this is a diffusion term. Then there is an energy source due to
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correlation of the turbulent air and ocean drags with the velocity fluctuation (F).
The final terms are internal stress and energy dissipation Γ (2) : ∇u is defined
as 2) : ∇u = f11mD/mG + f21mD/mH + f12mE/mG + f22mE/mH). The granular
tempature is treated as an extra tracer in the sea ice model and the energy sources
and sinks added separately. The (non-linear) diffusion term is discretised with a
simple central difference scheme. This is not a good solution in general as it exhibits
checkerboarding, but presently no high time resolution output is used.

1.3 Methods

The configuration is an idealised Southern Ocean channel sea ice - ocean model. The
ocean model is the hydrostatic general circulation model NEMO (Nucleus for Euro-
pean Modelling of the Ocean)[10]. NEMO is combined with the Los Alamos sea ice
model CICE, a dynamic-thermodynamic model with multiple thickness categories
[7]. A schematic of the channel model is shown in figure 1.1. The configuration
has been constructed starting from an existing ocean-only Southern Ocean channel
model, to which the coupling to CICE has been added for this study. The idealised
channel has east – west cyclic boundary conditions with land on the northern and
southern edges. It extends 2000 km northward from a latitude of 80 degrees south,
and has a flat bottom topography.

To be able to distinguish between ice and ocean effects different degrees of coupling
are used: an uncoupled channel, a thermodynamically coupled channel and a fully
coupled ice – ocean channel. In the uncoupled channel configuration lateral and bot-
tommelting and freezing of the sea ice is disabled. The ocean current is set to zero (in
the sea ice model only) and sea surface slope is set to a constant value corresponding
to a 3m height difference in the medional direction over the whole domain. The
thermodynamically coupled channel allows all modes of sea ice thermodynamics,
but ocean current and sea surface slope are set as in the uncoupled configuration
to exclude dynamic interaction with the ocean. A range of configurations is set up
at resolutions ranging from 100 km to 12.5 km to examine the convergence of the
solution. To limit the resolution dependency of the ocean model solution in all sim-
ulations, the lateral diffusion parameters have been adjusted to prevent formation of
eddies at high resolution.

All simulations are without daily or seasonal cycles to arrive at a steady state solu-
tion. The sea ice is initialised with a 1 m thick ice cover at 100% ice concentration
over three quarters of the domain, leaving the northern part ice free; afterwards the
ice edge is completely free to move. The sea surface temperature is initialised to a
constant value of –1℃ throughout the water column, chosen to prevent large scale
melting or freezing of sea ice right at the start of the simulations. For salinity a
realistic depth dependent profile (50°S to 80°S average of PHC climatology with
surface set to 30.2 psu [17]) is used to prevent instability of the water column, which
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could lead to convection. The atmospheric forcing is a combination of analytical
forcing and forcing with realistic latitudinal dependencies. Winds are purely zonal,
being westerly at 8.475 m/s over most of the domain and tapering off to zero at the
northern and southern edge. Air temperature ranges between –5℃ and 5℃, linearly
increasing northward. Short and long wave radiation are also increasing northward
with a realistic latitudinal dependency. These forcings are chosen to ensure that ice
fully melts towards the northern edge of the domain. Liquid and solid precipitation
and humidity are held constant over the domain at realistic mean values. There is no
run-off in the channel model.

2000 km

LAND80°S

50 km

100 km

25 km

12.5 km

EW

N

S

LAND

Fig. 1.1 Schematic of the channel model with the different grid resolutions.

1.4 Results

Firstly the effect of the rheology in the uncoupled configuration is examined. Compar-
ing the ice concentration in the EVP simulation to the simulation with the combined
EVP and collisional rheology run shows that using the combined rheology causes a
wider MIZ (Figure 1.2). This is caused by the jostling of the floes creating a higher
internal stress in the MIZ, as is typical for a granular material in the gaslike phase.
This causes divergence of the ice cover with the ice edge advancing and becoming
more diffuse. To test the convergence of the combined rheology (i.e. the result is
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independent of resolution), the model is run at different resolutions and the width
of the MIZ with combined rheology is compared to the EVP model. The simulation
is run at resolutions of 12.5 km, 25 km, 50 km and 100 km (see Figure 1.3). At
100 km and 50 km resolution both rheologies have equal MIZ widths, saturating
at 300 km at 50 km resolution. If the resolution is made finer, the MIZ width with
EVP rheology gets progressively smaller. Combined rheology gives a constant MIZ
width of 300 km for a resolution of 50 km or higher. This means that the effect of the
granular behaviour becomes larger compared to the EVP internal stress. It appears
the EVP rheology cannot sustain an MIZ at high resolutions due to a missing source
of pressure resulting in too little dispersal.

In the simulations with the thermodynamically coupled channel it can be seen in
Figure 1.4 that the simulation with EVP rheology again has a narrow MIZ and the
simulation with combined rheology a widerMIZ. In this simulation there is a general
melting back of the ice cover. Different to the previous simulations the ice edge is in
almost the same position in the EVP and combined rheology. This suggest that the
position of the ice edge is dictated by the ocean temperature through ice melting.

Lastly the fully coupled configuration is examined, see figure 1.5. Remarkably there
is no change inMIZwidth between the two rheologies. The concentration profiles are
almost identical except for perhaps a slight decrease in ice concentration in the MIZ
in the combined rheology case. This could be caused by granular behaviour if sea
ice is being spread out with the ice edge position dictated by the ocean temperature,
but it is unclear whether the change is significant.

The different channel model configurations have shown very different results for
the uncoupled and thermodynamically coupled simulations than for the fully cou-
pled simulations. The former configurations indeed showed a clear increase in MIZ
width with combined rheology, while the latter showed virtually no influence of the
granular effects. To investigate this further we examine the total momentum bal-
ance. Figure 1.6a shows the relative size of the different terms of the momentum
balance in a meridional cross section of the channel for the uncoupled and the fully
coupled simulations, both with combined rheology. There is a striking difference in
the relative magnitude of the internal stress and the oceanic drag terms in the two
simulations. In the uncoupled simulation the internal stress is the third largest term
(order 10−2 N/m) and the oceanic drag is negligible except close to the ice edge.
In the fully coupled simulation on the other hand the internal stress term is small,
but the ocean drag term is comparable to the tilt force and only the Coriolis force is
clearly larger. The reason for this changed balance can be found in the motion of the
sea ice. In the uncoupled simulation the sea ice is moving very slowly. With a static
ocean from the point of view of the sea ice this will result in very little ocean drag. In
the fully coupled channel model the sea ice moves much faster (northward), and also
moves substantially faster than the ocean below, which results in large ocean drag.
In the zonal direction atmospheric drag is balanced by oceanic drag, with internal
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stress being very small (order 10−3 N/m), see figure 1.7a. Given the unimportance
of the internal stress in the fully coupled channel model, it can be expected that the
combined rheology has no appreciable effect in this setting.
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Fig. 1.2 Dependence of the ice concentration on rheology in the uncoupled channel model. The
combined rheology simulation is the blue curve marked evcp; the EVP simulation is the red curve
marked evp. Granular behaviour causes a wider MIZ and an advancing ice edge in the combined
rheology simulation.

1.5 Discussion

In the uncoupled channelmodel it is evident that there is a substantial increase inMIZ
width with the granular rheology compared to the EVP rheology as the resolution
of the simulation gets higher. This led to the conclusion that EVP rheology cannot
sustain an MIZ through internal mechanisms in the sea ice, whereas the combined
rheology can. At sufficiently high resolution it can be expected that the EVP rheology
will become unable to sustain a certain MIZ width unless this is being imposed by
oceanic influence. This is of concern to the sea ice and ocean modelling community
as simulations are performed at ever higher resolutions.

However, in the fully ocean coupled simulation this effect due to the rheology alone
is not present. It was found that the lack of sensitivity in the fully coupled simulation
is due to the relative unimportance of the internal stress term versus the ocean drag
term in the momentum balance (figure 1.6a). When in the future the MIZ forms
a major part of the ice cover it is however more likely that low ice concentrations
occur in areas of low ocean drag, for instance in places where the ocean current is
weak and sea ice velocity low like in the interior Arctic Ocean. This means the effect
of the combined rheology is likely to be higher, given the large increase in internal
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Fig. 1.3 Dependence of the MIZ width on resolution for EVP and Combined rheology in the
uncoupled configuration. For a resolution of 50 km or higher the combined rheology MIZ width is
independent of resolution, while with EVP rheology the MIZ narrows as the resolution becomes
finer.
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Fig. 1.4 Dependence of the ice concentration on rheology in the thermodynamically coupled
configuration. The combined rheology gives a wider MIZ width than the simulation with EVP
rheology.

sea ice stress compared to the EVP rheology in such circumstances. It also means
a possible ocean dynamics effect compensating for the low internal stress of sea
ice in the MIZ with EVP rheology may be too weak, especially for high resolution
simulations. The highest resolution configuration used in the present simulations is
12.5 km. For operational requirements the desired ice edge position uncertainty is
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Fig. 1.5 Dependence of the ice concentration on rheology in the fully coupled configuration.

actually lower (10 km for a 5 day forecast, [3]) than this which means a significant
impact even in the fully coupled configuation can not be ruled out and the resolution
of the present simulation is in fact too low for firm conclusions.

The granular temperature equation includes energy sources and sinks that are not
well known, especially the energy input from turbulent fluctuations in currents and
wind. In the present formulation this energy input does not depend on the local ocean
velocity, while in reality more turbulence can be expected with faster currents. It
is therefore possible that the simulations underestimate the effect of the rheology.
The granular temperature calculation used here also does not include a contribution
from wave surge. It can be expected that including this effect would result in a
higher granular temperature, especially around the ice edge, increasing the impact of
the combined rheology and momentum transfer. However, the effectiveness of wave
surge in increasing the granular temperature depends on the ratio of the wavelength
and the floe size, as well as the ratio of the wave amplitude and the spacing between
floes [19].

In the simulations ocean parameters were set so as to suppress possible eddy for-
mation, and the resolution itself was also coarse, to simplify the ice dynamics and
analysis of the simulations. Manucharyan et al. examine the impact of eddies in the
MIZ in an ice-ocean coupled channel model with VP rheology, but no sea ice ther-
modynamics [11]. They find that eddies cause a widening of the MIZ, both drawing
warmer water into the MIZ and pushing ice outward where it can melt, effectively
advancing the ice edge. In the present simulations it was found that the ice edge
position is fixed by the ocean surface temperature when full sea ice thermodynamics
is allowed. Consequently it can be expected that such a simulation with eddies would
result in a more dilute ice edge without advancing it, resulting in a net loss of ice
volume. Ice gets exported when it is trapped in cyclonic eddies, so an increase in
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Fig. 1.6a Momentum balance of the uncoupled channel model simulation with combined rheology.
(a) meridional direction (b) zonal direction.
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Fig. 1.7a Momentum balance of the coupled channel model simulation with combined rheology.
(a) meridional direction (b) zonal direction.
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internal stress due to granular effects would resist eddy formation more and could
delay the process or make the eddy diameter larger. The frontal instabilities may also
increase the granular temperature itself. This would be interesting for a future study.

The granular temperature of sea ice floes may be of interest beyond the need for it in
collisional rheology. The turbulent motion of ice floes represented by the granular
temperature causes extra mixing in the ocean locally, which is not accounted for at
the moment. It has also been proposed to use the variance of the ice motion, the
granular temperature, to improve oil spill forecasts by estimating the spread in win-
tertime, when the spill location is inaccessible [12]. Mean term long range forecasts
are considered accurate enough, but they are missing part of the small-scale motion
which disperses the oil. The granular temperature can be used to calculate the cross
section of the oil spill within certain probability limits, assuming a Gaussian dis-
tribution of the velocity fluctuations. In the MIZ the jostling of ice floes can cause
damage to ships if it causes floes to collide with the flanks of ships. Knowledge of
the granular temperature could be used to calculate the loads on the ship and hence
be taken into account for risk assessment.

Finally, using the granular temperature to distinguish betwee MIZ type and pack
ice type behaviour is not the only option. Some research has been done on phase
transitions in granular materials, which can exhibit gaslike, liquidlike and solidlike
behaviour. Ji and Shen suggest an index related to shear rate and concentration for
shear flow [8]. Their simulations also highlight that phase transitions are not always
sharp, which means an approach with a smoothly changing constitutive law is ap-
propriate. Ji and Shen’s results are not a complete solution as sea ice motion can also
have a convergent or divergent component. The phase transition of granular materials
in general is an unsolved problem and specific research in phase transitions of sea
ice as a granular material is lacking. Sea ice is indeed particularly complicated as it
is polydisperse, multishaped and the material properties are temperature dependent.

1.6 Summary

A combined elastic-viscous-plastic and collisional sea ice rheology has been im-
plemented in a numerical model. Simulations have been carried out in uncoupled,
thermodynamically coupled and fully coupled ice-ocean channel models. The new
rheology increases MIZ width compared to EVP simulations in the uncoupled chan-
nel model. There is no change in width when ocean dynamics are present, due to
internal stress being unimportant compared to ocean drag for the momentum balance
in this configuration. It was also found that in the case of EVP rheology MIZ width
is dependent on resolution for high resolution simultions, whereas the new rheology
shows convergence of MIZ width in uncoupled simulations. The conclusion of the
study is that MIZ rheology may have an impact when ocean current and drag effects
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are weak and floes relatively large, but otherwise rheology does not affect the MIZ
width or edge position in divergent conditions.
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